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Introduction:

I heard about a technique people would use in the past to make white clothes not just dry but a

brighter shade of white. White clothes over time tend to lose their bright white shade and turn

into a grayish white color that looks dirty even after washing. I learned this from my Grandma

and she grew up on an island where they would dry their clothes outside on grass to make them

bright and cleaner looking. I wanted to test this method out to see if it's true. If this experiment

works, it would be a useful method to brighten white clothes and clothes again.

Background Information

The problem of the graying of white clothes is the soil from the dirty clothes transferring to the

clothes in the washer. Our modern bleach we use breaks the bonds of stains by releasing oxygen

or chlorine when it comes into contact with water. The oxygen reacts with the chromophores and

changes the physical color of the stain. Brighteners and detergentes that have been used

repeatedly do not help clean cleans, they just make clothes appear new. For hundreds of years,

the sun was every household's natural bleach to remove stains from clothes. Sun bleaching

techniques consist of wetting the laundry with lemon water then hang them outside and also

drying the clothes on clean grass waiting a certain amount of time on both sides. The normal

amount of time to hang clothes outside is the whole day.



Question

Does the sun increase the brightness of white clothing?

Variables

Controlled: Same cloth, dirt water solution, washer, detergent, washing and drying time

Independent: Method for drying

Dependent: Cloth brightness, on white scale

Hypothesis

If a dirty white cloth after wash is left outside in the sun for 3hr, then the whiteness of the cloth

will improve more than the cloth without the sun because the sun kills more bacteria.

Materials

+ 6 white cloths, 3x5

+ Space outside

+ Camera

+ White shade swatches(pure white to a grayish white)

+ A dirt water solution, 8 cups of water and 3 cups of dirt

+ Washer

+ Dryer

+ Laundry detergent



Procedures

+ Buy the supplies necessary and prepare everything before

+ Prepare a clothesline outside

+ Cut the white fabric cloth into 6 pieces, 3x5

+ Make a dirt and water solution in a large tupperware, 8 cups water and 3 cups of dirt

+ Soak the fabric cloths in the solution for about 20 - 30 min

+ When finished soaking, wash the fabric in the same washer and with the same laundry

detergent and wash for 50 min, I used oxiclean powder laundry detergent

+ After done washing, put 3 in the dryer for an 1hr and 3 out in the sun at 12:00 for also an 1hr,

when the sun in the middle of the sky

+ After the hour, take them outside and compare them with the controlled dryer group and the

sun bleached group

+Then compare the groups with the white shade color matcher and write down what each piece

of fabric is on the color match stick



Data

In the beginning of the project, the white fabric strips were the on the color scale as Lace Veil

which is the top of section 537 and after the soak in the dirt and water mixture it became more of

a grayish brown faded color rather than the purple gray white it was at first. The color is called

Muslin number 526 and 3 levels darker than the color Lace Veil. Which is a big change already

in shade but also in color, it’s 21 shades apart on the color palette matcher. After washing with a

half scoop of the oxi clean, the strips all matched the color Foggy Day which is on the same

color strip as Muslin but went up one level. Meaning it got brighter just by one level. After the

wash I compared the controlled group dryer and the sun bleached group with the color match

strips. There wasn’t a huge change from beginning to end.  However, the sun bleach group

turned out to be the brightest. From a darker brown shade turned back to a similar gray white

color like how they appeared before. The sun bleached group was a range of the 1 levels of

groups 535-537, very close to the starting color Lace Veil 537. Lace Veil being the highest and

most pure white shade.

Pearly Whites

Trials Control
Sun
Bleach

Cloth 1 535 536

Cloth 2 537 537

Cloth 3 534 537
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Results



Conclusion

In conclusion, the experiment didn’t have major changes in the difference of shade in the white

fabrics. Though the sun bleached group appeared more white and dry then the controlled group.

The controlled group seemed to not have enough time to dry and still had small stains from the

water and dirt solution. However, they were still pretty similar looking. I learned that it is hard to

compare the shade and color of the fabrics since there are so many different shades of white in

different colors like some with blue, brown, green, and gray tones. They all look similar but have

a different tone and hue to them. It also depends on the background they are on top of. For

example when the pieces of fabric were in front of a white background, they would appear

darker then the white behind them and look more gray. When they were behind a brown

background, they appeared more white and pearly. I understand that the experiment would be

more effective and accurate if I did individual trials with the fabric pieces, 2 per trial. However I

didn’t have the resources and time needed to do that which is why I tested the strips all together.

This experiment proved to be a reliable second option for drying clothes in order to save water

and energy. It also has benefits like getting rid of stains, odors, and being better for the

environment.
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